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Upcoming Events:








4/25/22—5th grade
CAST begins
4/26/22—3:15pm5:15pm Extended
PL
4/27/22—
Administrative Assistants Day
4/28/22 - College
Thursday
4/29/22 - Spirit Fridays, PBIS Store,
Healthy Kids Survey
(5th Grade)

Cutler Elementary School

Message From the
Principal & LD:
On Tuesday I
was totally surprised
with a visit from
TCOE Superintendent, Tim Hire congratulating me as the
winner of the TCOE
Excellence in Education Administrator of the Year. I
am truly humbled to
receive such honor. I
am thankful to all my
team, teachers, staff,
and mentors for all
their support. We

truly are ONE team
and this recognition
is affirmation of our
great work together.
This week our
teachers also facilitated our PBIS SEL
Problem Solving
Reboot. All teachers retaught the
problem solving unit
with the goal of reminding our students the S.T.E.P.
problem solving
strategy. Thank
you teachers for
seeing the im-

portance of equipping our students
with how to handle
problems.
Our 5th graders also had a visit
from our Middle
School staff. This
presentation provided our 5th graders
with lots of valuable
information in regards to next year at
El Monte. Thank
you Middle School
Tam for the visit!
Finally, we
finished the week
with our school

wide assemblies where students had the opportunity to share what they have learned this week.
Students were also pumped up for our ELPAC and
CAASPP assessments that they will be taking in
the upcoming weeks.

~Mrs. Cerda & Mrs. Andrade

Coaches Corner:
This week Dual Immersion students practiced listening and writing through dictation. Kindergarten students practiced listening and writing
together as a group the sentence "Sea turtles eat
plants. Sea turtles have a special beak." During this
dictation, teacher said the segmented sounds to the
students who then wrote, first together, then individually, on personal whiteboards. 1st graders were
also practicing discriminating letter sounds, this
time in Spanish with the sound "io." In dictation
(dictado), students throughout Kindergarten and 1st
grade are guided to write multiple sentences based
on what they have learned. Encouraging children to
write for comprehension, tying writing together with
reading for understanding, is a methodology for success that is research-based (Richardson, 2016). In
2nd grade, students continued the work of writing
for understanding using their anthology as a resource for informational writing on dinosaurs.
Finally, Dual Immersion team members came
together on Wednesday of this week for our monthly Professional Learning Community. Among other topics, the group discussed how to use a multilingual perspective in teaching pedagogy for developing
bilinguals.

~Ms. Anlauf
Pre K—3rd Grade DI Coach
Thank goodness for the RAIN!!! The slow drizzle of the rain is always a great reminder to slow
your pace and appreciate the beauty that remains
after a good rain washes all the dirt away. As testing
season is upon us we can tend to feel overwhelmed
and exhausted after searching for all the ways to
spiral review with our students to get them as
ready as possible to be successful on the test(s). After some much needed self-care of your own, slow
down and remember that our students will be burnt
out too. Think of some fun ways to bring the outdoors into the classroom. Some teachers around
campus are growing plants and raising caterpillars
that will turn into butterflies. Others are using art in

their lessons with beautiful watercolor displays of
art adorning their walls. College and Career Showcase is fastly approaching as well! One way to make
it more fun is by allowing students to create a collage/vision board using images to represent their
researched career/college. Think watercolors, cut
and pasted images on construction paper, or even
google slides or google drawings where students can
snip and insert digital images. Happy weekend
Y’all!!!! Take a drive up to Three Rivers and check
out Sequoia Coffee Co. or the Yogurt shop with huge
handmade waffles and yummy yogurt inside. Take
in the beautiful views of the wildflowers and stop at
Slick Rock for a stroll by the river.

~Mrs. Aranzazu & Mrs. VanderWall
3-5 Grade Coaches

SEL Team Corner:
This week we reinstated the Wildcat tickets
which have been a huge success! All staff did a phenomenal job at reinforcing the Wildcat Way in various areas of campus. Students were excited to earn
their prize during our lunch time raffle. Thank you
all for your continued support with PBIS and ensuring that we are teaching the expectations and behaviors we want to see in our young Wildcats.
We are looking forward to rewarding our students
for positive classroom behavior next week at our
2nd PBIS Store for the semester. Keep rewarding
positive behavior on Class Dojo! Have a great weekend!

~Ms.

Arce & Ms. Aguirre

College Thursday & Career Fridays:
This week our College Bound Wildcats explored University of California, Riverside and learned about the career of Wind Energy Operation Managers!
~Ms.

Have a great weekend!

~Cutler Leadership Team

Aguirre

